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About This Game

Warning: This game is not completed. Even though the alpha is over, you will still face issues and bugs. Still a beta.
Join us on Discord!

Do you want to go back to a time where 50% of the game was not locked behind a paywall? Then join us in our time machine as
we make this dream come true.

Vengeance features:

Great gunplay: Weapons feel heavy, responsive and will challenge your ability to face recoil!
Full bot support: No internet connection? No problem! Play the multiplayer completely offline against our bots!
Great graphics: Did you know that the game is using Unity? Probably didn't expect that, did you? We have been working
day and night to bring this experience to you - with great looking, modern graphics!
Amazing weapon animations: One thing that has always been on the top list of our players: The weapon animations. We
are working hard to bring you only the finest of first-person weapon animations.
Amazing sounds: Footsteps, explosions, gunfire. Every single sound is amazing. Guns are loud, can't hear footsteps
across the map. Take a listen!
Custom sprays: Tired of being charged a fee for using non-custom sprays, for a limited time? Use our Spray editor and
submit your own, custom sprays to the Workshop and directly use them in-game.

This is not your typical Early Access shooter that is abandoned after a few weeks. It's a time machine back to a better time. The
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difference is: This is still in active development.

https://www.patreon.com/314arts
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Title: Vengeance
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
314 Arts
Publisher:
314 Arts
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher; 64 bit version

Processor: A CPU released in the last few years

Memory: 5 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 1 GB Video RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: 64 bit version IS required to play the game!

English,German,Czech,Russian,Turkish,Italian,Arabic,Polish
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Barebones gameplay and a terrible translation. Even on sale for 50 cents this probably wasn't worth it. You're better off
searching for you-know-what on the internet.. I've played this game on PS1 and now again :)...
For me, one of the bests, firsts horror games.

I love it and the price is absolutly OK!

Note:
Anyone who is searching for an action horror game must be know,
thats a slow, atmosphere game with riddle elements and not a run, hide and
kill gameplay. A silly little game, but silly in all the right ways. Over the course of about two hours, your trash-collecting
raccoon will use his "donut delivery app" to send virtually every object in the entire county down a series of holes in order to
collect enough "trash" to reach level 10 and get a new quadcopter. Along the way, he'll face a deeply silly moral dilemma and an
utterly ridiculous boss fight, all centered around extremely simple yet freakishly addictive gameplay that basically amounts to
"make everything you see fall down a hole" with occasional creative moments of "shoot something back out of the hole".

Somehow, it works. With its dry humor and cute, ultra-simple visual aesthetic (not to mention the charming soundtrack), I was
laughing most of the time and consistently focused on making sure that the next resident of Donut County got "owned by a hole"
as quickly and efficiently as possible. The "physics-based puzzles" are few and far between, and dead simple when you do
encounter them, but you know what? It doesn't matter when levels are built around concepts like making cockroach soup for a
bird so you can grow your hole enough to swallow the entire restaurant into the depths of the hollow Earth. The current price
point is fairly high, but it plays great even on PC (though it was obviously designed for touch screens), and if you buy it on sale
you'll definitely have a good time. Annapurna strikes again!. Form what I have played of Crashnauts so far, it's great. it all feels
very responsive, with slick movement to boot. Although at this point, there aren't too many maps, for $10 it's an absolute blast
online with a few friends.. This cluster of very well realized airports in this DLC makes the region a great place to start and end
flights in small GA aircraft. The attention to detail is awesome and compelling.
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So this model is based off of a pretty interesting aircraft, the D.iii. This plane is basically just the D.ii except for stealing the
idea of a smaller lower wing on a different chord line, from the French Nieuport's . It was a cool concept, and made the plane a
breeze to pilot, but the lower wing was getting way too stressed. Manfred von Richthofen scored quite a few kills in this plane.

OK so good and bad.

CONS:
It doesn't want to spin in an overspeed stall like wikipedia tells me it should, and it makes sense that it should with the sesqui
wing (I couldn't get it fast enough with my realsm effects, maybe turning off aircraft stress might emulate this... would be
awesome to experience. Let me know if you get it to work, or can induce an overspeed spin from a dive. please.)
Obviously the wings don't break off from the insane stress from wild turns and the tail won't break in half if you slam it against
the runway like it should.
The rudder SLAM is like WHOA (Actually sooo so fun)

PROS:
Flies like a baby Cessna with minimal instruments
You get to see the valve lifters all the time
Stalls and recovers as expected besides the high speed stall

You feel like a real pilot sitting in this thing. There is open air around you, your radiator is ominously mounted right above your
head. Your 'big six' is now just two instruments, RPM's and an 'altimeter' I wouldn't bet on. Instead of trim, you can lock your
stick in a certain position. When you're flying, you can hear the RPM's ramping up as you descend. The wood trim is something
you'd expect from a Bugatti. The point the immersion ends is that you know the monocoque tail won't be breaking off if you
accidentally slam the tail against the runway.
You taxi to RW 14, and push the throttle gradually fully forwards, holding the right rudder steady as you speed up to keep
center of the runway. You can lift off quickly, but with no speed indicator, I'd recommend flying parallel to the runway for a bit
before ascending.
So I flew a few rough patterns, the altimeter seemed off... or stuck, or wrong.... I know what 2k looks like and it was still saying
1k, sooo who know? Anyways, I flew two paterns, the first one I approached visually like I was in a Cessna, but I didn't get my
tail wheel down quick enough (The angle of the wings with the tail wheel on the ground is what's going to slow your roll the
quickest). I over ran the runway by maybe 10 feet (no brakes, no flaps, no pre reading, hahah) on a 6k ft rw. My second go I was
able to exit rw about midfield, I slowed down in air a bit more and lowered the tailwheel as lift was diminishing.

The Rudder throws this little wooden plane around wildly. With some practice I think you could get some wild stalls with how
powerful this rudder is (I think it would break the plane IRL).
I tried some stalls... in power off stalls, I was getting very out of control spins, although they were easily recovered with
sufficient altitude. The super rudder helps.
I tried some power on stalls, the plane really favors rolling over left wing and stalling in a CCW spin.
I was reaching overspeeds before I could speed stall her.

So I only flew this plane about an hour, but I enjoyed some things about it, and disliked other things that can't be fixed in FSX.
The plane is a joy to fly, the left tendencies on takeoff are fun, and learning the feeling of the landing could be a good thing to
experience if you're into conventional gear aircraft. The plane is more fragile than FSX can emulate, and that's a real bummer,
but not a complete deal breaker for me.
. the second level is fecking impossible lmao. I want more!! It's so good. >w< I can't wait til the next one comes!!!
I love your work!. A great game in the making... Its in a perfectly playable state, a few minor bugs, i like the idea, and am really
waiting to see were it goes.

I will update this as we see some more content, and have some one to try the multiplayer with.

for the price ya cant go wrong.. simple and addictive. Love it. I don't like Baseball and I don't like where it's gone these days. I
did like it back in the 50s, 60s and 70s and this is where SMB2 takes me too, back to a time when the game was just plain fun
and a blast to play. Then add to that I can play online and customize my teams, can you say Perfect Storm! They got it right, I
just hope they do the same with Football (or Hockey).
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